
 
Lessons from Disney 

 
Disney is a household name, known around the world for its theme parks, movies and 
loveable characters.  Since it was founded in 1923, the company has been focused on 
creating magical experiences for people, whether they’re visiting a theme park, watching a 
Disney film, or staying in a Disney hotel.   
 
 For almost 100 years, Disney has overcome failure and experienced tremendous growth. It 
has had to grow and evolve to deal with market challenges, advances in technology and 
changing customer demands.   What has remained constant through this time, however, is 
Disney’s commitment to pioneering innovation, leveraging opportunities, and evolving their 
strategy to meet changing market conditions. 
 
 
Establishing the Disney brand 
Disney enjoyed tremendous success during its first 30 years. In 1928, Disney created the 
first film with synchronised sound, and in 1937 it created the first full length feature 
animated film.  Both projects were world firsts, establishing Disney as an innovation leader 
(before innovation was a thing!). 
 
After a decline in success during the Second World War, Walt Disney recognised the need 
for new ways to share content and grow revenue and breathe new life back into the 
company.  In 1950, the company made the leap to television with the release of One Hour in 
Wonderland, a promotion for the upcoming film, Alice in Wonderland.   
 
Disney and television 
In July 1954, Walt Disney started building Disneyland, and a year and a day after 
construction started, the park was opened.  To try and recoup some of the US$17 million 
build cost, Disney sought to leverage his earlier television success and bring his beloved 
theme park to people’s homes. In a partnership with ABC, the opening of Disneyland was 
televised, and Disney was able to showcase his theme park to the world.   
 
Finally realising the power of television, Disney brought the magic of the brand to people on 
a regular basis, with the launch of two new series,  Disneyland and The Mickey Mouse Club. 
His Disneyland series sparked a new move in television as it used live unedited footage 
(before reality TV was a thing!).  From this point, television became an important part of the 
Disney brand, and made Disney a household name.  
 
In 1983, Disney created a television production division, and started broadcasting The 
Disney Channel on cable TV. It started as a premium channel but later broadened to become 
a basic cable channel.  A dedicated Disney channel allowed the company to grow their 
audience with new programs and revivals: The channel featured tv-show adaptations of hit 
movies, the revival of The Mickey Mouse Club and original tv-shows, which were an 
immediate hit with children worldwide. Through the Disney Channel, Walt Disney Television 
started to feature shows that dealt with real-life issues, in the hope to resonate with pre-
teens around the world. Teens in these shows experienced body issues and bullying, a 



change from Disney’s earlier shows and more realistic characters that their audience could 
relate to.  
 
New revenue streams 
As the Disney brand became better known, the company recognised there was an 
opportunity to diversify and grow. In the 1980s, Disney expand the theme park franchise 
overseas and established a chain of Disney hotels. As their theme parks and hotels became 
larger and more popular, Disney further diversified and started their first cruise line. In 
1998, ‘Disney Magic’ set sail, with designated areas on the ship for different ages. After the 
success of this Disney cruise, the company launched plans for more cruises in the future. 
 
Growing with customers – and technology 
Traditionally, Disney took pride in being a family-friendly company and avoided producing 
films that weren’t rated G or PG. But as Disney’s audience matured, Disney started to look 
for ways in which it could mature with its audience. 
 
In 1996, the Walt Disney Company bought the rights to 80% of ESPN, attracting a new 
market to the organisation.  In 2009, it acquired Marvel Entertainment for US$4.24 billion 
and Disney started to produce more mature films, such as the R-rated films Deadpool and 
Logan, which brought in a whole new audience to the company. In 2012, Disney bought the 
rights to Lucasfilm for US$4.05 billion, and after ten years, the company brought the magic 
of Star Wars back on screen. Disney’s acquisition of Lucasfilm brought a new fanbase for the 
company, changing its demographic and increasing its market share. 
 
Over the last decade, streaming services such as Netflix and YouTube have created a unique 
digital footprint that has drastically changed the customer-company relationship. Disney 
declined to license its products to Netflix, and up until recently has been behind in the 
streaming industry. 
 
To not be left behind and get digital streaming market share, Disney has invested in two 
new opportunities to take advantage of digital streaming services: the acquisition of 21st 
Century Fox and a dedicated Disney streaming service. 
 
In March of this year, Disney bought 21st Century Fox for $71.3 billion. As part of this, Disney 
acquired 60% of the streaming service Hulu, and an extensive category of pre-existing shows 
licensed under the Hulu brand.  
 
Later this year, Disney’s dedicated streaming service, Disney+, will debut and feature 
thousands of TV shows and movies that Disney has either created and produced, or owns 
the rights to.  This dedicated service will compete against other streaming services like 
Netflix, Amazon Prime Video, and HBO Now.  
 
What can Group IT take from this?  
To be successful, a company must take risks and evolve as the market changes. Disney’s 
history shows us that taking risks and evolving as technology opportunities arise has 
ensured they remain a household name and industry leader. 
 



Companies that have once been wildly successful in the industry, can easily flop once new 
technologies and innovations become apparent. Take Kodak for example, they created a 
name for themselves as a leading photography company. As the digital age started, they 
began to fail, and in 2012, they became bankrupt. Many wonder why, as they were the first 
to invent the Digital Camera. This may have been due to them not acknowledging how big 
the digital camera would become and didn’t grow with their customers.  In contrast, Disney 
has been around for almost a century, and has developed as a franchise, consistently 
coming up with new ideas to evolve with the world. Expanding and changing within is what 
keeps companies thriving: Disney’s change from traditional forms of media, to digital media, 
is a perfect example of this. Disney’s recent projects and acquisitions show how a company 
can evolve with its ever-growing consumers. As the digital world grew, Disney leveraged 
opportunities to grow a digital market. 
 


